
Marine Electrical Systems

Safety, reliability and preventive 

maintenance



Shore Power

Any wiring aboard that 

carries a variety of 120 

or 240 volt, 30 or 50 

amp services.   

All can be lethal in more 

ways than one



Diagram courtesy Charlie Wing’s “Boatowner’s Illustrated 

Electrical Handbook” 2nd ed.



Marine Electrical Systems Require Respect



Statistically, more electrical fires are caused 

by shore power than any other single source 

aboard.  Is it any wonder?



PM requirements are amplified by their 

“temporary” nature and the environment in 

which these systems  operate



Don’t ignore the signals when you see them

You may be legally responsible



Why is shore power the leading cause 

of fire aboard?



The worst damage 

may be hidden



One of the most common causes of shore 

cord overheating and failure…



PM: Rinse salt off, remove corrosion 

and protect regularly 



Observe proper shore power cable etiquette

PM Alert, never connect or disconnect a shore 

power cable that is energized.  

Dock and/or 

vessel main 

breakers 

must be OFF 

before 

making or 

breaking 

connections



Shore Power OCP: What does it do 

and where should it be?



What doesn’t your 

shore power main 

circuit breaker do?



Alternatives to the familiar shore power plug

Smart Plug

Marinco EEL



All receptacles, and

any other shore 

power connections, 

must be contained 

within an enclosure



The importance of 

and differences 

between strain relief 

and chafe protection





An especially dangerous scenario in the 

case of an isolation transformer



Purpose-made strain 

relief connectors also 

afford chafe protection.   



Chafe protection, on the other hand, 

does not afford strain relief



Discontinuous 

spiral wrap lacks 

fire retardance and 

ABYC compliance

Split loom carries 

ABYC approval 

and it has a fire 

retardance rating



Inverters



While they are, for the most part, maintenance 

free, installations can be complex and fraught 

with potential failure or worse.  



Common safety defects

•Undersized ground

•Direct bearing terminal



Installation directly above a battery bank



Nearly all inverter 

manufacturers call 

for Class T rather 

than ANL fuses.  A 

common installer 

oversight.



Class T

ANL

Use Class T fuses 

on all large battery 

banks.

Why and how large 

is large?



Hardware; inverters are heavy and 

require substantial support.



What’s wrong with this picture?

Installers must read instructions for all gear.



Steve’s tech blog stevedmarine.com/blog/

facebook.com/stevedmarineconsulting.com



Transformers 

Isolation, Polarization and Boosting



Transformer 

Location

Diagram courtesy Charlie 

Wing’s “Boatowner’s 

Illustrated Electrical 

Handbook” 2nd ed



Isolation and 

Polarization 

transformers.  

What’s the 

difference, 

What do they do 

and why would I 

need one?



Shore power leakage, a potentially lethal 

fault.  “Safe” threshold is 30 milliamps.

290 

milliamps



Should I pay more for a “marine” 

transformer or is that a waste of money?



With boosting…



Connections in 

an ordinary 

transformer



A UL Marine 

Transformer… 



Galvanic Isolator

The next best thing to an isolation transformer, 

For PM purposes you must have one or the 

other



Galvanic 

Isolator 

Location

Diagram courtesy 

Charlie Wing’s 

“Boatowner’s 

Illustrated Electrical 

Handbook” 2nd ed



Not all GI’s 

are created 

equal

Look for UL 

Marine approval, 

“Fail Safe” design 

and ABYC 

compliance



ELCI

A new standard for 

electrical protection



GFI’s Required;

Head, galley, 

engine room, 

machinery 

spaces and 

bilges and on 

weather decks



Batteries



A battery’s lifespan is directly proportional to 

the care it receives 



Battery stability…



If boxes are employed they must 

immobilize battery and they must be 

ventilated at the uppermost part of the lid.



Large battery Bank Issues



Battery shelf/support must be robust 

especially for offshore vessels 



Avoid battery sandwiches, cool batteries 

last longer



Secure batteries 

Just don’t use fuel lines to do it.



Over-current Protection & Battery 

Disconnects



The 7”/72” rule

USCG and ABYC 

guidelines for DC 

over-current (fuses 

and circuit breakers) 

protection.  The 

most oft violated 

guideline in marine 

electrical systems



Inadequate or 

non-existent 

over-current 

protection leads 

to cable 

overheating and 

fires, period.



One of the more 

frequent OCP 

location violations; 

battery charger and 

inverter installations

For charger sand 

inverters, OCP must 

be located at the 

battery



For high output 

externally regulated 

alternators, OCP 

must be at alternator 

and battery



Easily accessible main 

battery disconnect 

switches, used to de-

energize almost 

everything.  



Aboard 90% of the 

vessels I inspect I 

find serious 

electrical safety 

issues.  So…



Thank you


